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	The Little Japanese Cookbook explores how geography, climate, culture, and tradition have shaped one of the world's most popular cuisines. Take a look behind-the-scenes at the world of growers, artisans, chefs, and home cooks whose passion for produce is reflected in the incredibly varied, regional styles and flavors of Japan's rich and varied food. And even better, learn to make it yourself with the over 80 recipes featured here
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Excel 2007 VBA Programming For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Step-by-step instructions for creating VBA macros
    

    Harness the power of VBA and create custom Excel applications    

    Make Excel 2007 work for you! This clear, nonintimidating guide shows you how to use VBA to create Excel apps that look and work the way you want. Packed with plenty...
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SQL: A Beginner's Guide, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Relational databases have become a common mainstay for systems that provide data storage
for various types of applications. Programming languages such as C or COBOL or scripting
languages such as VBScript or JavaScript must often access a data source in order to retrieve or
modify data through the application. Many of these data...
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The Big Book of Marketing (Marketing/Sales/Adv & Promo)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	"A real world tool for helping develop effective marketing strategies and plans." -- Dennis Dunlap, Chief Executive Officer, American Marketing Association


	"For beginners and professionals in search of answers." -- Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, President Emeritus and University Professor of Public...
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Creating Flash Advertising: From Concept to Tracking - Microsites, Video Ads and More (Hands-On Guide Series)Focal Press, 2007

	Advertising online has come to have a not-so-favorable reputation with Internet
	users. Combine that reputation with the often uninformed opinion that Flash is for
	creating exceptionally annoying banners or website intros that are bloated in file
	size and you’ve got a recipe for disaster. On the other hand, when done correctly,...
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Programmable Logic ControllersCareer Press, 2010

	Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) continue to
	evolve as new technologies are added to their capabilities.
	The PLC started out as a replacement for hardwired
	relay control systems. Gradually, various math and logic
	manipulation functions were added. Today PLCs are the
	controller of choice for the vast majority of automated...
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PHPList 2 E-mail Campaign ManagerPackt Publishing, 2011

	Tired of an e-mail BCC list that scrolls off the page or fiddly and hard-to-manage bulk mailing systems? You need phpList—a high-powered, robust, feature-packed mailing system that will "get out of your way" and get the job done.


	phpList 2 E-mail Campaign Manager will guide you from basic installation and setup...
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